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CERTIFICATION OF MODIFICATIONS AND RECTIFICATIONS TO
SCHEDULE CXLI - PANAMA

TRANSMISSION OF CERTIFIED TRUE COPY

I have the honour to furnish herewith a certified true copy of the Certification of Modifications and Rectifications to Schedule CXLI - Panama, effective 23 June 2009.

Pascal Lamy
Director-General
WHEREAS the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1947 adopted, on 8 October 1991, a Decision on Procedures to Implement Changes in the Harmonized System (L/6905);

WHEREAS in accordance with the provisions of the above-mentioned Decision, a draft containing modifications and rectifications to Schedule CXLI - Panama was communicated to all Members of the World Trade Organization in document G/SECRET/HS96/48/Rev.2 on 23 March 2009;

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the modifications and rectifications to Schedule CXLI - Panama are established in conformity with the above-mentioned Decision.

The annexed Schedule is effective as of 23 June 2009.

This Certification is deposited with the Director-General of the World Trade Organization, who shall promptly furnish a certified true copy to each Member of the World Trade Organization. It shall be registered in accordance with the provisions of Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

DONE at Geneva this tenth day of July, two thousand and nine.

Pascal Lamy

Certified true copy:

Director-General
PP 5 - 68 Offset (Excel file attached)